Rain Curtain™ Nozzles
A uniform spray pattern delivers superior distribution uniformity throughout the radius.

Superior Coverage
Delivers a highly uniform spray pattern, giving you a consistently green lawn.

Large Water Droplets
Large water droplets prevent wind drift, misting and airborne evaporation.

5000 Series MPR Nozzles
Superior Coverage with the 5000 Series Rotor

Relax with the knowledge your landscape is being watered by reliable 5000 series rotors and the exclusive MPR series nozzles featuring industry-leading Rain Curtain technology.

5000 series rotors with MPR nozzles are engineered to deliver a highly uniform spray pattern, giving you superior distribution uniformity and a consistently green lawn with less water.

The larger water droplets produced by Rain Curtain technology mitigate misting and airborne evaporation so the right amount of water is delivered to the right place, saving you water and money.

Gentle close-in watering eliminates dry spots around the rotor, prevents seed washout and allows the turf to grow healthy with no matting or bending.
5000 Series MPR Nozzles

Easy Identification

- Color coded nozzles for 25’ (7.6m) red, 30’ (9.1m) green, and 35’ (10.7m) beige
- Each marked for a quarter (Q), third (T), half (H), or full (F) pattern

Easy Installation

- Matched precipitation rate
- Nozzle and turret keyed for perfect orientation
- Uniform radius without stream deflection

Easy Decision

- MPR nozzles are exclusive to Rain Bird and 5000 series rotors
- Available at no-charge

Matched Precipitation with Rotary Nozzles

- Matched 0.6” (15.2 cm)/hour precipitation rates enable large and small turf areas to be zoned together by mixing rotors and rotary nozzles
- Flexible coverage from 13’ (4.0m) to 35’ (10.7m) for almost any size of landscape
- Reduced system complexity with fewer zones means less valves and lateral lines to purchase and install

www.rainbird.com